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white ivory chiffon linen frost
pearl cream salt bone porcelain
alabaster eggshell lace daisy parchment
snow cotton coconut powder rice

tan granola sugar cookie oyster sandcastle
beige oat sand biscotti buttermilk



macaroon eggnog sepia parmesan sand dollar
hazelwood fawn latte hazelnut shortbread

yellow flaxen corn bumblebee honey
canary butter medallion banana blonde
gold lemon dandelion butterscotch pineapple
daffodil mustard fire dijon tuscan sun

orange rust bronze honey marmalade
tangerine ginger cantaloupe carrot amber
marigold tiger apricot squash sandstone
cider fire clay spice yam

red merlot scarlet mahogany currant
cherry garnet wine blood blush
rose crimson brick sangria candy
jam ruby apple berry lipstick

pink blush salmon rosewood ballet slipper
rose watermelon coral lemonade crepe
fuchsia flamingo peach taffy magenta
punch rouge strawberry bubblegum hot pink



purple lavender grape jam raisin
mauve plum periwinkle iris orchid
violet magenta sangria heather mulberry
boysenberry lilac eggplant amethyst wine

blue indigo peacock spruce denim
slate cobalt azure stone admiral
sky teal cerulean aegean sapphire
navy ocean lapis berry arctic

green lime pear pine pickle
chartreuse fern moss parakeet pistachio
juniper olive shamrock mint basil
sage emerald seafoam seaweed crocodile

brown carob walnut chocolate brunette
coffee hickory caramel tortilla cinnamon
mocha wood gingerbread umber penny
peanut pecan syrup tawny cedar

grey pewter slate dove pebble
shadow cloud anchor fog lead
graphite silver ash flint coin
iron smoke porpoise charcoal fossil



black midnight grease sable obsidian
ebony ink onyx jet black jade
crow raven pitch coal spider
charcoal oil soot metal leather

knots white ivory chiffon linen frost
pearl strings cream salt bone porcelain
alabaster eggshell cotton lace daisy parchment
snow cotton coconut wool powder rice

tan granola sugar cookie oyster unwinding sandcastle
beige oat sand narrative biscotti buttermilk
macaroon eggnog sepia numerical parmesan sand dollar
hazelwood horizontal fawn latte hazelnut shortbread

yellow flaxen knots corn bumblebee honey
canary butter quipu medallion banana blonde
gold lemon peanuts dandelion butterscotch pineapple
daffodil mustard chili peppers fire dijon tuscan sun

orange rust bronze beans honey marmalade
tangerine ginger cantaloupe corn carrot amber
marigold tiger apricot artifacts squash sandstone
cider fire clay Rosetta Stone spice yam



red precolonial merlot scarlet mahogany currant
cherry garnet disentangle wine blood blush
rose crimson brick unearthed sangria candy
jam ruby apple berry khipu lipstick

pink blush salmon rosewood ballet patterns slipper
rose watermelon coral lemonade encoded crepe
fuchsia flamingo peach taffy construction magenta
punch rouge strawberry bubblegum hot variable pink

purple lavender grape Inka jam raisin
mauve plum periwinkle structural iris orchid
violet magenta sangria research heather mulberry
boysenberry lilac eggplant cord amethyst wine

blue indigo chord peacock spruce denim
slate cobalt curve azure stone admiral
sky teal pendants cerulean aegean sapphire
navy ocean stretched lapis berry arctic

green wallpaper lime pear pine pickle
address chartreuse fern moss parakeet pistachio
juniper path olive shamrock mint basil



pith sage emerald seafoam seaweed crocodile

arcade brown carob walnut chocolate brunette
coffee concrete hickory caramel tortilla cinnamon
cubicle mocha wood gingerbread umber penny
peanut crucible pecan syrup tawny cedar

grey pewter hatchet slate dove pebble
shadow ticket cloud anchor fog lead
graphite silver thicket ash flint coin
iron wicker smoke porpoise charcoal fossil

black floor midnight grease sable obsidian
ebony ink errand onyx jet black jade
crow arbitrary raven pitch coal spider
charcoal oil metonymy soot metal leather

sub-vocal knots white ivory
chiffon disciples linen frost
pearl strings operate cream
salt bone porcelain modern
alabaster eggshell Gobi cotton
lace nuclear daisy parchment
leaves snow cotton coconut
wool seven powder rice



tan organism granola sugar
cookie oyster resists unwinding
sandcastle nervous system
beige oat fiscal sand
narrative speech biscotti buttermilk
silent macaroon eggnog sepia
numerical parasitic parmesan sand
dollar neural lung virus
hazelwood symbiotic horizontal fawn
latte invades hazelnut shortbread

knots yellow flaxen knots
honey corn bumblebee honey
quipu canary butter quipu
blonde medallion banana blonde
peanuts gold lemon peanuts
pineapple dandelion butterscotch pineapple
chili daffodil mustard chili
dijon peppers fire dijon
sun tuscan sun

rust orange rust bronze rust
honey beans honey marmalade honey
ginger tangerine ginger cantaloupe ginger
carrot corn carrot amber carrot
tiger marigold tiger apricot tiger
squash artifacts squash sandstone squash
fire cider fire clay fire
Stone Rosetta Stone spice Stone
yam yam yam



red precolonial merlot
scarlet red mahogany currant
cherry garnet red disentangle
wine blood blush red
rose crimson red brick
unearthed red sangria candy
red jam ruby apple
berry red khipu lipstick

pink blush salmon salmon
rosewood ballet patterns salmon
slipper salmon salmon
rose watermelon coral salmon
lemonade encoded crepe salmon
fuchsia flamingo peach salmon
taffy construction magenta salmon
punch rouge strawberry salmon
bubblegum hot variable salmon
pink salmon salmon

tape purple lavender grape
Inka text jam raisin
recording mauve plum periwinkle
structural inching iris orchid
sentence violet magenta sangria
research imitation heather mulberry
edit boysenberry lilac eggplant
cord pertinent amethyst wine



blue indigo invisible chord
peacock spruce trout denim
slate cobalt minutes curve
azure stone phantom admiral
sky teal artichoke pendants
cerulean aegean accidental sapphire
navy ocean playback stretched
lapis berry machine arctic

loosen green wallpaper lime
hydraulic pear pine pickle
carbon address chartreuse fern
diagonal moss parakeet pistachio
squiggles juniper path olive
rolling shamrock mint basil
flops pith sage emerald
lark seafoam seaweed crocodile

grey arcade brown carob
walnut fossil chocolate brunette
grey coffee concrete hickory
caramel fossil tortilla cinnamon
grey cubicle mocha wood
gingerbread fossil umber penny
grey peanut crucible pecan
syrup fossil tawny cedar

arcade grey pewter hatchet
slate cedar dove pebble
arcade shadow ticket cloud



anchor cedar fog lead
arcade graphite silver thicket
ash cedar flint coin
arcade iron wicker smoke
porpoise cedar charcoal fossil

black floor midnight spider
grease sable spider obsidian
ebony ink errand spider
onyx jet spider black
jade spider spider
crow arbitrary spider raven
pitch coal spider spider
charcoal oil spider metonymy
soot metal leather spider
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WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS MANUSCRIPTS:
GUIDE AND INVENTORY
SPEC.CMS.85
(Compiled by John M. Bennett, March 1999)

THE TICKET THAT EXPLODED TS
135 leaves mixed ts and cc ts (132 sequentially numbered pages with 3 pages for insertion on
pages 42, 54, and 60. James Grauerholz very useful remarks from his "Review of MS. items,
Aug. 21, 1998" follow:
The Ticket That Exploded. Apparently the complete, sequential final typescript of this novel,
First page headed "The Ticket that Exploded" in WSBs hand and signed "William
Burroughs."Also on page is typed "WINDS OF TIME" and the page number "1." Numerous
marks and corrections by WSB. Also marked by one other person (see "p. 131" where
"ACTORS ERASED THEMSELVES INTO AIR" is seen in a different hand), who seems to have



also added a small square "box" in the left margin where a paragraph and/or indent was
wanted....not clear who this was, that assisted WSB with the MS, but I am guessing it was Alan
Ansen, again (the "t" and "a" are made like his). Entire TS typed on one typewriter, almost
certainly by WSB; bears hallmarks of his typing style, although much more neat in first pass
than earlier writings. On last page -"p. 132" - is seen the struck-out heading: THESE OUR
ACTORS BID YOU A LONG GOOD NIGHT above which WSB has signed "William Burroughs"
again, and again at bottom of page: "William Burroughs. Nov. 8, 1962 Paris, France". A very
important TS.
Accompanied by an archival and a user photocopies.
OSUs original call number was SCMs 22 (14).

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

William Burroughs from Ginsberg Notes, in Interzone
Nothing but fact can save us, and Einstein is the first prophet of fact. Anyone is free, of course,
to deliberately choose insanity and say that the universe is square or heart-shaped, but it is, as
a matter of fact, curved.
Similar facts: morality (at this point an unqualified evil), ethics, philosophy, religion, can no
longer maintain an existence separate from facts of physiology, bodily chemistry, LSD,
electronics, physics. Psychology no longer exists, since a science of mind has no meaning.
Sociology and all the so-called social sciences are suspect to be purveyors of pretentious
gibberish.
The next set of facts of similar import will most likely come from present research on
schizophrenia, the electronics of hallucination and the metabolism of insanity, cancer, the
behavior and nature of viruses—and possibly drug addiction as a microcosm of life, pleasure
and human purpose. It is also from such research that the greatest danger to the human race
will come—probably has already come—a danger greater than the atom bomb, because more
likely to be misunderstood.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||



almost any piece of writing that is too formless and chaotic to deserve another name can be
termed a 'journal' --Lorna Martens,
quoted in William Burroughs and the Secret of Fascination, by Oliver Harris
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differx [ http://slowforward.wordpress.com/2011/11/01/differx/ ] hosts
Books 001-... (from year 2011 to year ....) of "Six Months Aint No Sentence", a Journal:
texts and works by Jim Leftwich
(CC) 2011 up to now
https://app.box.com/s/l76xlrg78e5s8evbi4c4
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sub-vocal knotswie ivory
chiffon disciples lien frost
pearl strings operate ream
salt bone porcelain moden
alabaster eggshell Gobi cton
lace nuclear daisy parchmentves
snow cotton coconut
wool vn powder rice
tan organim granola sugar
cookie oysterssts unwinding
sandcastle nervous ystem
beige oat fiscal san
narrative speech biscotti buttermil
silent macaroon eggnog sepia
mrical parasitic parmesan sand
dolla neural lung virus
hazelwo ymbiotic horizontal fawn



latte invads hazelnut shortbread
knots yellow lxn knots
honey corn bumblebe honey
quipu canary butter upu
blonde medallion banana blonde
peanuts gold lemon peantpineapple
dandelion butterscotch pineapple
hili daffodil mustard chili
dio peppers fire dijon
sun tucan sun
rust orage rust bronze rust
honey beas honey marmalade honey
ginger tangrne ginger
cantaloupe ginger
carrot corn carrot amber carrot
tiger marigold ir apricot tiger
squash artifacts sqa
andstone squash
fire cider fire clay fire
SoeRsetta Stone spice Stone
yam yam a
red precolonial merlo
scarlet red mahogany curran
cherry garnet red disentangle
ine blood blush red
ro crimson red brick
unearhd red sangria candy
red jam rby apple
berry red kipu lipstick
pink blush samon salmon
rosewood balle atterns salmon
slipper salmon salo
rose watermelon coral salo
lemonade encoded crepe salmon
fuchsia flamingo peach salmon
affy construction magenta salmon
puhrue strawberry salmon
bubblegum tvariable salmon
pink salmon salon
tape purple lavener grape
Inka text jam raisi
recording mauve plum periinkle
structural inching iris orci



sentence violet magenta sangria
research imitation
heather mulberry
dit boysenberry lilac eggplant
cod pertinent amethyst wine
blueindigo invisible chord
peacocspruce trout denim
slate cobl minutes curve
azure stone phantom admiral
sky teal artihke pendants
cerulean aegean
acidental sapphire
navy ocean playbackstretched
lapis berry machine actic
loosen green wallpaper ime
hydraulic pear pine picke
carbon address chartreuse fer
diagonal moss parakeet pistachi
quiggles juniper path olive
roling shamrock mint basil
flop pith sage emerald
lark safoam seaweed crocodile
grey arcde brown carob
walnut fosil
chocolate brunette
grey coffeecncrete hickory
caramel fossil
ortilla cinnamon
grey cubicle moch wood
gingerbread fossil
mber penny
grey peanut crucible ecan
syrup fossil tawny cedr
arcade grey pewter hatcht
slate cedar dove pebble
rcade shadow ticket cloud
anhr cedar fog lead
arcadegraphite
silver thicket
ash ceda flint coin
arcade iro wicker smoke
porpoise cear
charcoal fossil



black floor mdiht spider
grease sable spiderobsidian
ebony ink errand spier
onyx jet spider black
jde spider spider
cro arbitrary spider raven
pitchcoal spider spider
charcoa il spider metonymy
soot metallather spider
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dolla neural lung virus
hazelwo ymbiotic horizo]ntal fawn
latte invads hazelnut ]shortbread
knots yellow lxn kno]\ts
honey corn bumbleb-]e honey
quipu canary b--\\utter upu
blonde medall-ion banana blonde
peanuts go]\\-ld lemon peantpineapple
rose watermelon cora]\l salo
lemonade encoded crepe salmon
fuchsia flamingo pea-\ch salmon
affy construction ]]\magenta salmon
dandelion butterscotch pineapple
hili daffo]-dil mustard chili
ortilla cin-namon
grey cubicl]e moch wood
gingerbrea-d fossil
mber penny]
grey peanut crucible\- ecan
syrup fossil tawny \-cedr
arcade grey pewter\] hatcht
slate cedar dove pebble
rcade shadow ticke-t cloud
anhr cedar fog le]ad
arcadegr]-aphite
silver th]icket
ash ceda flint ]-coin
arcade iro wick-er smoke
porp]oise cear
charc- oal fossil
black floor mdiht spider
grease sable s\-piderobsidian
ebony ink err-and spier
onyx jet spid]er black
jde spider s-pider
cro arbitrary spider raven
pitchcoal -\spider spider
charcoa -\il spider metonymy
soot meta]llather spider
dio peppers fire dijon
sun tucan] sun
rust orage rust bronze rust
honey beas] honey marmalade honey



ginger ta]ngrne ginger
cantaloupe ginger
carrot co]rn carrot amber carrot
tiger ma]-rigold ir apricot tiger
squash artifacts sqa
andstone -squash
fire cider fire clay fire
SoeRsetta -Stone spice Stone
yam yam a \
red precolonial merl-\o
scarlet red mahogany-\ curran
cherry garnet red \-disentangle
ine blood blush re-d
ro crimson red brick
unearhd red sangri-\a candy
red jam rb \y apple
berry red ki]-pu lipstick
pink blush samon salm-]on
rosewood balle attern\s salmon
slipper sa-lmon salo
puhrue strawberry \salmon
bubblegum tvariable salmon
pi-nk salmon salon
tape purple laven\-\er grape
Inka text jam r\-aisi
recording mauve p-lum periinkle
structural inchin\g iris orci
sentence violet \-magenta sangria
research imitation
heather mulberry]
dit boysenberry lila\-c eggplant
cod pertinent amethyst wine
blueindigo invisibl-\]e chord
peacocspruce trout \denim
slate cobl minutes -curve
azure stone phanto]\m admiral
sky teal artihke \pendants
cerulea-n aegean
acidental sapp-\hire
navy ocean playbackstre-\tched
lapis berry machine ac\tic
loosen green wallpape\-r ime
hydraulic pear pine\- picke



carbon address chartreuse fer
diagonal moss par-\akeet pistachi

nrrative speech biscotti
]]buttermint macaroon
eggnog s]-epia
mrica parasitic parmes]an sand
dolla nral lung virushazelwo
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latte invadshazelnut shortbread
knots yellow x ts
honey corn bumbleb-]e
hneyquipu canary b--\\utter upu
blonde medall-ion banan
peanuts go]\\-ld lemon
pentpineappleose watermelon
cora]\l sal diopeppers fire
dijon sun tucan] sun
rsorage rust bronze rust
hone beas] honey marmalade honey
nge ta]ngrne ginger
antalope ginger carrot
or carrot amber carrot
tiger ma]-rigoldir apricot tiger
squash artifats sa
andstone -squas fire cider
fire clay fir Se
Rsetta -Stone spice Stone eather ulberry]
di boyenberry lila\-c eggplant
cod erinent amethyst wine
blueingo invisibl-\]e chord
peacocpue trout \denim
obl mnutes -curvee
stone phnto]\m admiral
sky teal artihke\endants
cerulea-n aegean
idental sapp-\hire
ny ocean playbactre-\tched
lapi berry machne ac\tic



loosengreen walpape\-r ime
hydrauli pe\- picke
carbon adsschartreuse fer
diagonal mo-\akeet pistachi
ya yam a \red precolonial merl-\o
scarlt redmahogany-\ curran
cherry arnt red \-disentangle
ine bloodbh re-d
ro crimsoed rick
unearhd rd sangr-\a candy
red jam r \y appleberry
red ki]-pu lipstick
lemonade encoded crepe
salmfuchsia flamingo
pea-\ch salmon
affy construction ]]\magent
salmon  dndelion butterscotch
pineapplehii daffo]-dil
mustard chili
ggles juniper \path olive
ing shamrock -mint basil
lop pith sage e\merald
arksafoam se]--aweed crocodile
ey acde br\own carob
alnut oil
hocolate r-unette
rey coffeecncete hickory
aramel fos\-si sub-vocal
\]]]notswie ivor
ciffon disciples lien frostprl
strings operate re-am
st one porcelain mo-\den
labastr eggshell Gobi cton
ce nucear daisy pa-\rchmentves
now cottoncoconut
ool vn pow]]d rice
an organim granla sug-]-\a\\r
ookie oystersstsunwin\ding
sndcastle nervous t]em
bige oat fi-scal san
ortila ci-namon
grey bicle moch wood
gingerbra-d fossil



mber penn
grey pet crucible\- ecan
srup fossil tawny \-cedr
arcde grey pewter\] hatcht
slatecar dove pebble
rcade sow ticke-t cloud
anhr carfog le]ad
arcadgr]-ahite
silve th]ickt
ash cda flint ]-coi
arcad iro wick-er smok
porp]ise cear
harcoal fossil
blc loor mdiht spider
grea sable s\-piderobsidian
ebon  err-and spier
onyt sid]er black
jdspider spder
cr arbitrary spder raven
pichcoal -\spiderspider
chrcoa -\il spider etonymy
soo meta]llather spidr
pnk blushsamon salm-]on
rowood lle attern\s salmon
slipprs-lmon salo
puhrue rwberry \salmon
bubblegm tvrable salmon
pi-nk samon saln
tape purle laven\\er grape
Inka tex jam r\-ais
recordin mauve p-lum perinkle
structural inchin\g iris orc
sentenceviolet \-magenta sangri
researc imitation
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stone o]\m admiralsky teaihke\endants
cerule-n aegan ident sapp-\re



ny ocen playbactre-\tched
lapi bry machnac\tic scarl edmahogany-\ curran
loosenreen walpape\-r ime
hydraui pe\- pickearbon adsschartreuse fer
digona mo-\akeet pistachi
ya ym \red precolonial merl-\o
cherryant red \-disentangle
ine blodbh re-d ro crim rick
unearh sr-\a candyred ja r \y apleberry
red ki-pu lipstcymiotic hozo]ntal fawn
lemona encoded crp salmfuchsia flamingo
pea-\ salmonaf costruction ]]\magent
salmodndelion butterscotch
pineaplhii daffo]-dil
mustad chlgglesjuniper \path oie
ing samrock -mint basillop pith sage e\merald
nrrative ph biscotti ]]buttermnt macaroon
eggnog s]-piamrica paraitic parme]an sand
dolla nral lung virushelwo
latte invashazelnut shortbreadknots
yellow x ts arcde grey pewter\] hacht
latecar dove pebrcde sow ticke-t cloud
anhrcarfog le]aarcadg]-ahite silve tk
s cda flint ]-ciarc r wick-er mok
porp]ise caharcoal fossilblc loor
mdiht spideea sable s\-piderobsidian
ebn  err-and spieronytsde lack dspider spder
cr arbitraryen pichcoal -\erspidr
chrcoa -\il ider etonymy soo meta]r spidr
nk blushson salm-]on rood lltern\s salmon
slipprs-on salo puhru rerry \salmon
bubblmtrable salmon pi-nnsl
tapeurle laven\\er grape
Ika tex jam r\-ais
recin mauve p-lum perinkle
stral inchin\g iris orc
sntenceolet \-magenta sangrisearc imion
oney corn bumbleb-]e
hnyquipu nary b--\\utter upu
bloe medl-ion bananpeanus g\\-ld lemon
pentpinapeose watermelon
cora]\l s diopeppers fire
dijon sutcan] sunrsorageust bronze rust



hone bes] hey marmalade honey
nge ta]grne gnger antalop gingercarrot
or carrt amber carrot
tiger m]-rigoldr apricot tiger
squash rtifats sandston -squas fire cider
fire cl fir Se
setta Stone spice Stone eather ulberry]
diboyeberry lila\-c eggplant
arsafom se]--aweed crocodile
ey cdrown carob alnutol
hocolae -unetterey cffeeccete hickory
arame fos\-i sub-vocal
\]]tswie ivr
ciffon disciples lie frostprl
stngs operate re-am st one porcelain mo-\den
lastr eggshell Gobi cton
ucear daisy pa-\rchmentves ow otoncoconut
l vn pw]]d ricen organimganla sug-]-\a\\r
okie oystersssunwin\ding
ndcastle nervost]embge oat fi-scal sa
rtila ci-namon bicle moch wood
gingrbra-d fl mber p
grey pet crucible\- cansrup fossil tawny \-cer

amethyst wineblue goinvisibl-\]e chord
trout \denimobl mnts -curvee
o]\m admiralsky teaihke\endants
n aegan ident sapp-\re
ocen playbactre-\tched
bry machnac\tic scarl edmahogany-\ curran
walpape\-real time
pe\- pickearbon adsschartreuse fer
mo-\akeet pistachi
ym \red precolonial merl-\o
red \-disentangle
blodbh re-d ro crim rick
sr-\a candyred ja r \y apleberry
ki-pu lipstcymiotic hozo]ntal fawn



encoded carp salmfuchsia flamingo
salmonaf costruction ]]\magent
butterscotch
daffo]-dil
chlgglesjuniper \path oie
samrock -mint basillop pith sage e\merald
ph biscotti ]]buttermnt macaroon
s]-piamrica paraitic parme]an sand
nral lung virushelwo
invashazelnut shortbreadknots
x ts arcde grey pewter\] hacht
dove pebrcde sow ticke-t cloud
le]aarcadg]-ahite silve tk
cda flint ]-ciarc r wick-er mok

cahoots arcoal fossilblc loor
spideea sable s\-piderobsidian
err-and spieronytsde lack dspider spder
arbitraryen pichcoal -\erspidr
-\il ider etonymy soo meta]r spidr
blushson salm-]on rood lltern\s salmon
on salo puhru rerry \salmon
salmon pi-nnsl
laven\\er grape
tex jam r\-ais
mauve p-lum perinkle
inchin\g iris orc
\-magenta sangrisearc imion
corn bumbleb-]e

ordinary b--\\utter upu



medl-ion bananpeanus g\\-ld lemon
watermelon
s diopeppers fire
sutcan] sunrsorageust bronze rust
bes] hey marmalade honey
ta]grne gnger antalop gingercarrot
carrt amber carrot
m]-rigoldr apricot tiger
rtifats sandston -squas fire cider
cl fir Se
Stone spice Stone eather ulberry]
lila\-c eggplant
se]--aweed crocodile

eye cdrown carob alnutol
hocolae -unetterey cffeeccete hickory
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[the date is missing, but it was sometime in the fall of 2015]

Endymion Somnum

6 hrs

found: font atlas (not actually asemic, just hoping the aesthetic appeals to those here)

LikeCommentShare
You, Picasso Gaglione, Shawn McMurtagh, Jim Wittenberg and 67 others like this.
9 comments
1 share

Comments

Dan Reddy I would imagine there's a fairly large percentage of font nerds here.
Like · Reply · 3 · 6 hrs
Mithridates Rex Dionysus hehe it's nice and pleasant
Like · Reply · 5 hrs
Carridine Poran Why is it not asemic?
Like · Reply · 5 hrs
Hide 19 Replies
De Villo Sloan Because it is made with recognizable symbols that have assigned meanings. You
don't see words or syntactic units, but you can "read" letters, numerals etc.
Like · Reply · 5 hrs
Carridine Poran Got it. The aesthetic appeals here.
Like · Reply · 5 hrs
Jim Leftwich are you being deliberately misleading, De Villo? what has come to be known as the
asemic movement has its beginnings in exactly this kind of letteral composition. in fact, the
earliest instances of what we now call asemic writing contained not only words but syntactic
units. it was only later, as an exploration of the letter, that the now-familiar quasi-calligraphic
drawing became dominant. and then, a little later, Tim Gaze started his research into historical
precursors of an illegible (or, at times, a polysemous) handwriting. later still a narrative was
constructed, in which Michaux, Gysin, and Dotremont became practitioners of asemic writing,
rather than ancestors of one of its exploratory threads.
Like · Reply · 3 · 4 hrs
De Villo Sloan I agree Endymion's piece is a "letteral composition" and it has relevance in an
asemic writing group as "an exploration of the letter." I do not believe it can be called asemic in
terms of the current understanding of the term. I have made my own position about what is and
what isn't asemic clear elsewhere. My view comes from linguistics. Asemic writing occurs in a



situation where the signified-signifier relationship is severed completely. Meaning in any
conventional sense in terms of reading is impossible. The signification of the individual letters
and numbers are just too powerful in this work to be asemic (for me). I agree asemic writing can
be generated from existing language, but a great deal of distortion and defamiliarization must
occur. Yes, this is my own view of the matter, my opinion. You can agree or disagree.
Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs
Carridine Poran I don't think I can agree or disagree until I read this clear position -- do you have
a link to this elsewhere -- elsewhere to this group?
Like · Reply · 4 hrs
Jim Leftwich i am only recounting how the use of the term asemic developed, beginning in 1997.
before that it was not in use to describe any kind of writing. it has gone through several
re-definitions in the past 19 years, all of which should be of interest to us. but the re-definitions
do not change the history. i am interested in telling the history. the theories are of interest to me
too, but only as secondary and tertiary consequences of how the actual practice has developed.
i'm not agreeing or disagreeing with your theory, De Villo, i am correcting a misunderstanding of
the history of the term.
Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs
De Villo Sloan As for "canon formation" in the asemic movement: That's going to happen.
People will look back at Michaux (for instance) and say: "Oh, he was doing asemic writing." We
can and should be careful with the naming, yes. Michaux never said" "I am an asemic writer."
But I think revision always happens. I was just reading through crit. about Blake through several
eras. First they called him a sentimentalist (or something). The he was a pre-Romantic. Now
he's identified as a Romantic even though he came before the actual movement. So you are
going to get that sort of thing. Jim, when the history of asemic writing is written, I am sure you
and Tim Gaze will receive recognition as founders. Thanks for all you'v done.
Like · Reply · 4 hrs
De Villo Sloan Well, part of the problem is that it's all so damned new no one has put all the
pieces together yet. But when they do, there will just be more fighting anyway. There always is.
Like · Reply · 4 hrs
Jim Leftwich i just want folks to get it right, while they still have that opportunity. i seriously doubt
that the recognition will make any difference to anyone.
Like · Reply · 4 hrs
Jim Leftwich there are a lot of primary documents available from the late 90s and early 00s in
the OSU avant writing archive. it seems obvious to me that they should be consulted by anyone
who is interested in writing seriously about the subject.
Like · Reply · 4 hrs
Marco Giovenale some links:
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Marco Giovenale ONGOING RESEARCH in and around ASEMIC WRITING
https://app.box.com/s/f18hm1rcp96mxqwb1byizvtne6b1egij
"this still feels like it's barely scratching the surface... (surfaces). there should be several vols
this size or larger. i left out all the images, but anyone who wants to find them can do so. if i had
included them the file would be too big..." (Jim Leftwich)



ASEMIC DOCS
https://app.box.com/s/0fr5eksapvj4glcqjib749yacrdkosfg

Tim Gaze's pages
http://asemic.net/
http://asemic-editions.blogspot.com/

The new postliterate
http://thenewpostliterate.blogspot.com/
https://www.facebook.com/thenewpostliterate

SCRIPT
http://scriptjr.nl/

Asemic group @ facebook
https://www.facebook.com/groups/76178850228/

@ WIKI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asemic_writing
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scrittura_asemica

"Asemic writing" (in Italian)
https://www.alfabeta2.it/.../gioco-e-radar-05-asemic.../

"Le scritture asemantiche di Irma Blank" (in Italian + English translation)
http://gammm.org/index.php/2007/07/18/blank-dorfles/

4 questions about asemic writing
http://scriptjr.nl/tag/4-questions

and:

LINKS
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/links.html

MAGS, GROUPS
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/mags-groups.html

PUBLISHING HOUSES, E-BOOKS, BOOKS
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/.../publishing-houses-e...

INTERVIEWS



http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/interviews.html

ENTRIES, POSTS, VIDS &TC
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/entries-posts-vids.html

@ FACEBOOK
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/facebook.html

@ FLICKR
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/flickr.html

EXHIBITS AND GALLERIES
http://asemicnet.blogspot.it/p/exhibits-and-galleries.html
Box | Simple Online Collaboration: Online File Storage, FTP Replacement, Team Workspaces
Collaboration tools adopted by over 50,000 companies globally. Box simplifies online file
storage, replaces FTP and connects teams in online workspaces.
APP.BOX.COM
Like · Reply · 1 · 1 hr
Marco Giovenale and (see the link
above,http://gammm.org/index.php/2007/07/18/blank-dorfles/):

in 1974 Gillo Dorfles, writing about Irma Blank's works, spoke of "scrittura asemantica" =
"asemantic writing"....See More
le scritture asemantiche di irma blank / gillo dorfles. 1974 at G A M…
GAMMM.ORG
Like · Reply · 43 mins · Edited
De Villo Sloan Jim Leftwich - all the material you provide about the use of the term "asemic"
starting in 1997 and its historical significance is, I think, of great importance. It had a great
impact on me, and some of my asemic theory writing was done before I knew all the details from
you. So I would probably change some things. BUT your fervor about a right (or correct - as in
my term Asemically Correct) view of history is puzzling and makes me nervous. I don't believe
there is one right view of history. History is dynamic and multi-faceted. Oddly, the past we know
is shaped by the present. You are quick to claim this work by Endymion is asemic because it fits
your own theoretical model, which guess is grounded in Lettrism. I do have to clear the air and
tell you that I think your Broken Letter School of Asemics is a faction inside of something much
larger and does not repreent the whole breadth of the field. I am a member of that broken letter
school in my own work, so really I am with you a lot more than it might seem. And while I
weighed in on this Endymion case in a limiting way, I am overall calling for a much broader view
of asemics, MANY people have been doing asemic writing for a long time, and I think you need
to be a little more generous about allowing the term to be applied without protest. I am not being
"deliberately misleading" when I offer perspectives that are different than yours.
Like · Reply · 30 mins · Edited



De Villo Sloan Marco Giovenale - thanks for marginalizing my asemic group. I wouldn't ordinarily
do it, but here is a link.http://iuoma-network.ning.com/.../asemicwritingformailart...
Asemic Writing for Mail-Artists
Asemic writing for mail-artists
IUOMA-NETWORK.NING.COM
Like · Reply · 24 mins
Marco Giovenale !!!
Like · Reply · 13 mins
Marco Giovenale Never meant to do that. Sorry for this! The list of links is actually incomplete.
It's sure. I am now not at my desk pc and so I cannot check but I am sure I mentioned the ning
link somewhere in posts .
Like · Reply · 8 mins
Marco Giovenale I left ALL the ning groups (vispo and all) years ago. I couldn't follow too many
webspace as an active member. This didn't and doesn't mean I don't consider their relevance
Like · Reply · 4 mins
Jim Leftwich De Villo - the history for something called asemic writing starts in 1997. it didn't
come from the calligraphic experiments of Michaux, Gysin, Dotremont etc. it happened in a very
specific way. the term got into use in the context of poetry and the literary small press in a very
specific way. it's not a mystery or a secret. it just doesn't fit into what has become the master
narrative of the history of asemic writing. the practice of a quasi-calligraphic drawing or writing
came later. it was not an influence. it was a discovery after the fact, and we latched on to it, and
it was a blast for a few years. we discovered precursors, ancestors, heroes, canonical masters
and latched on to them. they added so much more weight to what we were doing. it was
awesome -- we almost felt like we were part of a tradition, a tradition as big as the cosmos. the
wind made asemic writing! flowing water made asemic writing! we made-up the pre-history and
wrapped our practice in it. and less than 20 years later it has become more real than what
actually happened. i'm spending a little time these days hammering on what actually happened,
because no one else is doing it.
Like · Reply · 1 min
Write a reply...

Zbigniew Boyfrendt an insivolvable word game most excellent... confleecing letters most
truculent...what is overstood and what is meant... and what is keeptinued and what is sent
Like · Reply · 2 · 5 hrs · Edited
Nico Vassilakis It's asemic
Unlike · Reply · 3 · 5 hrs
Michael Jon Mj Leonard As a text it's 'unreadable' so it's asemic to me.
Like · Reply · 2 · 4 hrs
Carridine Poran It's nice to see that things are a bit up for grabs.
Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs
Endymion Somnum my mistake, it is Asemic.. not necessarily writing smile emoticon
Like · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs
Nonnie Swan What fun!



Unlike · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

9.18.2015
Friday 6:44pm

jim leftwich - hi De Villo i've been reading and greatly enjoying the Asemic Writing for Mail Artists
comments. i read your first 2 introductions a while ago, but only today discovered that you wrote
5 of them. i think they're great, important documents, and they deserve a wider circulation.
this was a revelation for me, and helps to explain a lot of what i have been seeing and hearing
in the various asemic communities in the past year or so: [from September 21, 2011] "While
some might seek to secure firm lines between abstract art with asemic elements and asemic
texts, the work in edition four – to the contrary – disregards these distinctions between text and
image in favor of creating altogether new forms. Thus, as the Asemics 16 project has
progressed, the term asemic writing has given way, through a shared consensus, to the concept
of asemics, which seems to be far more open and inclusive. "

Friday 11:35pm
Jim, I appreciate your interest. That group has been going almost 5 years. A lot of contributions
have been made by members. John Bennett has been a rock, for instance. BUt I now see many
parts of those Asemic 16 intros were written w/o the whole picture and thus in error. Neither
Cheryl nor I knew the whole history concerning you & Tim Gaze. We were just making a lot of
stuff up. My thinking is probably different now. I need to find some way to articulate. So thanks
again, but I'm a little queasy about taking credit for those intros. More later.

jim leftwich - i agree, your intros are not the last word on asemic writing, but i don't think we --
the varied communities of folks who participate in something called asemic -- need a single
definitive statement. what we probably need is a theoretical/critical anthology. it would have to
include your intros, various texts by Tim and myself, all the interviews that Michael Jacobson
has done, the various texts and projects by Marco Giovenale, the "what the hell is asemic
writing?" conversation that Nico Vassilakis organized a while back, some of the essays at
Utsanga, etc & etc. we could get all of the varied approaches and opinions into a single volume.
i'm not involved in editing or publishing these days, but i would be willing to participate as
something like a contributing editor.



i have extensive notes from research into the OSU Rare Books and Manuscripts archives. if
you're interested in seeing them i can email them to you. there's a ton of information there from
the early days of the current "movement". it's essential for a complete historical understanding,
but it's also just really interesting for anyone who is seriously engaged with this subject.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

09.20.2015

De Villo Sloan shared a link.

8 hrs ·
ONGOING RESEARCH in and around ASEMIC WRITING (Jim Leftwich, ed.) | Fluxlist Europe
FLUXLISTEUROPE.BLOGSPOT.COM
Like   Comment
Share

You, De Villo Sloan and Grace Sanford like this.
Grace Sanford Wow, I was reading this a few weeks ago, and it helped me understand better
what asemic is.
Unlike · Reply · 2 · 8 hrs
Jim Leftwich thanks for sharing this, De Villo.
Like · Reply · 1 · 8 hrs
De Villo Sloan Pertinent to my own researches.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 8 hrs

Jim Leftwich good to know. your researches are very important for my ongoing research.
Like · 8 hrs
De Villo Sloan I'm trying to put together a narrative of the beginning based in part on your
narrative of the beginnings.
Unlike · 1 · 8 hrs
Jim Leftwich i remember the who where what and when of the beginning. the earliest uses of
the term "asemic writing" in the context of experimental writing can be found in the avant writing
archives at Ohio State, and in the possession of Tim Gaze. you should go to Ohio State and do

http://fluxlisteurope.blogspot.com/


research in the archives there. and, you should communicate with Tim Gaze about your interest
in this subject. Tim could also be very helpful with information about the precursors (ancestors)
of asemic writing, writers like Michaux and Dotremont. he has also done research on parallel
practices among our contemporaries.
Like · 8 hrs
Jim Leftwich ok, De Villo. i assume you know that i like what you do and how you do it -- i think
we are and should be working on this project together. the reason i have gotten active in this
arena again is because i think the history needs to be accurate. it is not about me. i think all
history should be accurate. i am not interested in constructing a narrative, and i am not
interested in others constructing narratives. a lot of the primary documents concerning the
beginning of what has come to be known as the asemic writing movement are located in the
archives at Ohio State. anyone who wants to understand how the asemic writing movement got
started has to consult those documents. they cannot be ignored. a narrative written without a
knowledge of those documents will only be the story of the opinions and perspectives of the
person who writes it. for now, i am not particularly interested in opinions and perspectives, nor in
theories and speculations. i am interested in getting the history right. i am not telling you to go to
Ohio State or to talk to Tim Gaze because i want you to understand my point of view on these
matters. i am telling you to go to Ohio State and communicate with Tim Gaze because the
documents at Ohio State and in the possession of Tim Gaze are the earliest examples of the
use of the term "asemic writing" in anything similar to the context in which we are considering it.
you don't have to take my word for any of this. read the primary documents and find out for
yourself.
Like · 1 · 7 hrs

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

titles for a series of visual poems
09.16.2015

stoic asemic enigmatic
skeptic asemic aromatic
anarchic asemic emblematic
barbaric asemic telegenic
acerbic asemic telepathic
Icelandic asemic psychic



acrobatic asemic mystic
erotic asemic pandemic

sclerotic asemic epidemic
emphatic asemic agaric
rhythmic asemic mythic
sporadic asemic shamanic
periodic asemic poetic

artistic asemic realistic
mutagenic asemic historic
moralistic asemic chronic
simplistic asemic Platonic
relativistic asemic intrinsic
atavistic asemic sonic

Socratic asemic exotic
noisic asemic quixotic
toxic asemic hyperbolic
myopic asemic neurotic
psychotic asemic semantic
philanthropic asemic republic

democratic asemic nomadic
prophetic asemic dialectic
chaotic asemic alphabetic
despotic asemic problematic
symptomatic asemic systemic

xx

anemic asemic endemic
linguistic asemic holographic
prosthetic asemic authentic
cosmetic asemic prophylactic
academic asemic ecstatic
heroic asemic bombastic
autocratic asemic phlegmatic

tactic asemic medic
strategic asemic bardic
Delphic asemic gnostic
hermetic asemic gastric



pathetic asemic agnostic

horrific asemic gothic
graphic asemic fantastic
terrific asemic robotic
catastrophic asemic melodic
metallic asemic syllabic
surrealistic asemic cubic
mechanic asemic arithmetic

xxx

acidic asemic aquatic
baric asemic boric
citric asemic caustic
elliptic asemic garlic
haptic asemic Jurassic
iambic asemic irenic
kinetic asemic limbic
metric asemic music
Passaic asemic rustic
seismic asemic turmeric
uric asemic vatic
xenophobic asemic zoic

azoic asemic Arctic
acrylic asemic arsenic
Baltic asemic Coptic
Doric asemic emetic
phallic asemic panic
manic asemic Nordic

colic asemic bucolic
forensic asemic metabolic
symbolic asemic amniotic
semiotic asemic oceanic

optic asemic sympathetic
magic asemic rubric
spastic asemic elastic
tragic asemic drastic



comic asemic picnic

Cyrillic asemic aspic
scenic asemic Titanic
moronic asemic ironic
idiotic asemic idyllic
hygienic asemic hydraulic
attic asemic topic

epic asemic lyric
archaic asemic plastic
classic asemic romantic
relic asemic antic
frenetic asemic hectic
frantic asemic telluric
heretic  asemic calligraphic
frolic asemic salvific
ludic asemic traffic

logic asemic fabric
scientific asemic tunic
cynic asemic anachronistic
critic asemic automatic

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Gregory Bateson
from The World of Mental Process

In Bali, when a shaman, or balian, goes into a state of altered consciousness, he or she speaks
with the voice of a god, using the pronouns appropriate to the god, and so on. And when this
voice addresses ordinary adult mortals, it will call them "Papa" or "Mama." For the Balinese
think of the relationship between gods and people as between children and parents, and in this
relationship it is the gods who are the children and the people who are the parents.
The Balinese do not expect their gods to be responsible. They do not feel cheated when the
gods are capricious. Indeed, they enjoy minor caprice and charm as these are exhibited by gods
temporarily incarnate in shamans. How unlike our dear Job!
This particular metaphor, then, between fatherhood and godhead, is by no means eternal or
universal. In other words, the "logic" of metaphor is something very different from the logic of the



verities of Augustine and Pythagoras. Not, you understand, "wrong," but totally different. [It may
be, however, that while particular metaphors are local, the process of making metaphor has
some wider significance -- may indeed be a basic characteristic of Creatura.]
Let me point up the contrast between the truths of metaphor and the truths that the
mathematicians pursue by a rather violent and inappropriate trick. Let me spell out metaphor
into syllogistic form: Classical logic named several varieties of syllogism, of which the best
known is the "syllogism in Barbara." It goes like this:

Men die;
Socrates is a man;
Socrates will die.

The basic structure of this little monster -- its skeleton -- is built upon classification. The
predicate ("will die") is attached to Socrates by identifying him as a member of a class whose
members share that predicate.

The syllogisms of metaphor are quite different, and go like this:

Grass dies;
Men die;
Men are grass.

[In order to talk about this kind of syllogism and compare it to the "syllogism in Barbara," we can
nickname it the "syllogism in grass."] I understand that teachers of classical logic strongly
disapprove of this way of arguing and call it "affirming the consequent," and, of course, this
pedantic condemnation is justified if what they condemn is confusion between one type of
syllogism and the other. But to try to fight all syllogisms in grass would be silly because these
syllogisms are the very stuff of which natural history is made. When we look for regularities in
the biological world, we meet them all the time.
Von Domarus long ago pointed out that schizophrenics commonly talk and act in terms of
syllogisms in grass, and I think he, too, disapproved of this way of organizing knowledge and
life. If I remember rightly, he does not notice that poetry, art, dream, humor, and religion share
with schizophrenia a preference for syllogisms in grass.
But whether you approve or disapprove of poetry, dream, and psychosis, the generalization
remains that biological data make sense -- are connected together -- by syllogisms in grass. The
whole of animal behavior, the whole of repetitive anatomy, and the whole of biological evolution
-- each of these vast realms is within itself linked together by syllogisms in grass, whether the
logicians like it or not.
It's really very simple  -- in order to make syllogisms in Barbara, you must have identified
classes, so that subjects and predicates can be differentiated. But, apart from language, there
are no named classes and no subject-predicate relations. Therefore, syllogisms in grass must
be the dominant mode of communicating interconnection of ideas in all preverbal realms.



|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Erik Anderson
"In recent years there’s been a fair amount of traffic in textual hybridity—works that often
operate in several genres or defy genre labels altogether. To be certain, this hybridity is not that
of the American Hybrid anthology (edited by Cole Swensen and David St. John), which
repurposes the term toward altogether separate ends (namely, the reconciliation of the academy
with the avant-garde—already a fait accompli). In experimental circles at least, there’s been
either a marked fatigue with genre conventions or a sense that genres work well in
collaboration."

Mark Wallace
Against Unity (2010)

In literature, the hybrid distorts the normal unifying marks of many literary concepts. Genre,
technique, tradition, the identifying marks of a movement or school: in the hybrid, all these
things are subject to mismatching and deformation. Yet in many recent poetry anthologies, a
seeming belief in the hybrid’s impure multiplicity ends up being used as a way of reinforcing a
pure singularity. Belief in unity seems to hang on tenaciously even when invoking a hybridity that
on the surface seems meant to displace it.

Delusions of Whiteness in the Avant-Garde
Cathy Park Hong

The classic function of the avant-garde has been, according to Renato Poggioli, “not so much . .
. an aesthetic fact as a sociological one,” interrogating the very role of art as an institution in a
bourgeois society and seeking to collapse artistic praxis with daily life.  Echoing this, Charles
Bernstein has said, “I care most about poetry that disrupts business as usual, including literary
business.  I care most for poetry as dissent, including formal dissent; poetry that makes sounds
possible to be heard that are not otherwise articulated.” The spirit of the avant-garde has been
revolt, making it all the more baffling that avant-garde poets and their scholars have—except for



occasional inclusions—largely ignored major groundbreaking movements like the Black Arts
Movement or the Harlem Renaissance. BAM, with its revolutionary zeal inspired by the Black
Power movement, sought to upend Western cultural institutions, energize black communities,
and develop languages and forms that rejected western-influenced craftsmanship. In her
illuminating must-reed Renegade Poetics, the scholar and poet Evie Shockley writes, “Black
Arts proposed to establish a new set of cultural reference points and standards that centered on
‘the needs and aspirations’ of African Americans.” Amiri Baraka blended black nationalism with
Dadaist linguistic disruption in his poetry and his raconteur misfit persona shared a similar
showman’s DNA with the likes of Filippo Marinetti, Tristan Tzara, and Andre Breton. Even
BAM’s much-criticized separatist agenda, to write exclusively for a black audience, is not so far
off from the avant-garde’s dictum not to assimilate into the majority, but stand apart. If we are to
acknowledge that there are formal choices that define avant-garde poetry such as polyvocality,
hybridity, collage, stream-of-conscious writing, and improvisation, these techniques were not
only used but were actually first inaugurated by African American writers or they were America's
early practitioners. Jean Toomer’s Cane, written in 1923, is an uncategorizable cross-genre
book that is wide-ranging in its experimentations with fragmentation, stream-of-consciousness,
and surrealist wordplay. Before academic words like hybridity and heteroglossia became en
vogue, Harlem Renaissance socialist poet Claude McKay—whose work inspired key figures like
Aimé Césaire and Leopold Senghor from the Negritude movement—experimented with
Jamaican dialect and code-switching in his collection Constab Ballads. Theresa Hak Kyung
Cha’s visionary work is a pioneering example of conceptual writing. Known for her 1982
posthumously published cross-genre memoir Dictee, she was also a multi-disciplinary artist,
dematerializing text through her video montages and performances, inspiring future digital
artists with her hyper-textual methods. Many of these poets’ reputations have long been
battened under the banner of ethnic studies but are rarely regarded as core figures in
experimental poetry. So while Dictee is considered as seminal as Tender Buttons among Asian
American circles, it’s still treated like a fringe classic in the avant-garde canon.

Seth Abramson
On American Metamodernism (Contemporary Poetry Reviews #26)
Posted: 02/07/2014 7:45 am EST

Steve Roggenbuck is one of the most accomplished metamodern poets writing in America
today, and his accomplishment (typical for an American metamodernist) is not merely artistic but
thoroughly democratized. Because American Metamodernism carries with it an implicit DIY
self-improvement ethos, its expressions tend to be not just critically endearing but imbued with a
populist tinge as well. A number of the craft techniques one might reasonably associate with
American Metamodernism--for instance, third-party misappropriation (reverse plagiarism),
hyper-accumulative autobiography, and the re-mixing and mashing up of extant intimate



data--are techniques anyone could use, and unlike many other recent avant-garde movements
require no lengthy study of either theory or literary history to enact. While the biographies of
many of the American Metamodernists suggest substantial intersections with the Academy,
often these are marked by negations rather than embraces: Perhaps the chief export of
contemporary graduate creative writing programs, for instance, is a dissatisfaction with both the
bulk of the poetry now being published by mainstream magazines and presses, and with the
reading technologies that the "workshop" enforces partly as a way of testing the creative resolve
of its participants.
[...]
Recently, Roggenbuck has been miscast as a "Conceptualist," which is unfortunate given that
group's penchant for bulk appropriation, uncreative curation, lit-theory sponsorship and a way of
being in the contemporary poetry community that relies much more on old-guard institutional
patronage than the sort of DIY ethos evident in a poet who's self-published nearly all his work
and lives (if rumors are true) largely off tee-shirt sales and other similarly bohemian ephemera.
A more likely precursor to Roggenbuck is the proto-metamodern (and counter-Conceptualist)
literary phenomenon of the aughts, "flarf", which like Roggenbuck revels in the joy of objectively
"bad" verse (craft-wise) and celebrates the hybridity of online texts and discourse modes, but
unlike Roggenbuck eschews creative writing, emphasizes impersonal data, deliberately skirts
sense, implicitly fosters cliquishness (via its "Flarf Collective"), and by and large maintains
conventional lyric form.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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Jenifer Gelineau shared Terry McAuliffe's photo.

2 hrs · Edited ·

See Jim Jim Leftwich's comment below. He was not governor thankfully but how horrible that
this ignorance exists!

Terry McAuliffe with Jennisita M-Paz

Ken Cuccinelli introduced a bill that made speaking another language in the workplace -- even
on break -- a fireable offense.

SHARE this graphic if you want Virginia to be welcoming to everyone.



Like   Comment   Share

4 people like this.
Wilheim Katastrof Ken Cuccinelli is not the Governor.
Like · Reply · 1 hr

Jenifer Gelineau Who is the dude?
Like · 1 hr
View more replies

Dennis Hohenberger Good luck with Virginia attracting foreign investment.
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Jim Leftwich this graphic is from august 2013. it was circulated by the McAuliffe campaign when
McAuliffe was running against Cuccinelli for govenor. McAuliffe won. Cuccinelli is a complete
asshole, but he was never governor of Virginia. he was attorney general and before that he was
a republican member of the state senate, representing the affluent 37th district just outside of
Washington DC.
Like · Reply · 2 · 1 hr

Jenifer Gelineau If it's cool, I would like to share your response smile emoticon
Unlike · 2 · 1 hr
View more replies

Llori Bryant-Stein they're against neighboring states of natives... so this is expected.
Like · Reply · 22 mins
Jim Leftwich Cuccinelli was dangerously horrible as attorney general. that was enough.
Like · Reply · 6 mins
Jim Leftwich it's interesting to consider the demographic he represented as a state senator. he
didn't represent the impoverished rural populations of the deep southwestern counties. he didn't
even represent the hyper-militarized areas around Norfolk and Newport News. he represented
the highly-educated affluent professional population of northern Virginia. in some ways this is
even scarier than it would be if he had represented a relatively uneducated working class.
Like · Reply · 1 · 5 mins
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Julio Marzán



Williams' use of imaginary translation, both into visual imagery and from Spanish, appears to
account for his creation of "The Red Wheelbarrow" (CPI 224). Originally published in Spring and
All (1925), this poem shares images with "Brilliant Sad Sun," a poem that Williams placed
among "Collected Poems 1954" in The Collected Earlier Poems, but that had actually appeared
in The Dial in 1927 (CPI 515) and that whose writing, from the reasoning to follow, actually
predates "The Red Wheelbarrow." As with Williams' other early poems, "Brilliant Sad Sun" also
contains some painterly techniques, but nothing quite like those in "The Red Wheelbarrow" (the
title that by convention has been given to this originally untitled poem). In fact, although
published first, "The Red Wheelbarrow" appears to be the result of an experiment in imaginary
translation that Williams performed on "Brilliant Sad Sun," translating it from a narrating
representational painting to an abstract minimalist one.

"Brilliant Sad Sun" opens with a visual representation of the signs around an outdoor eatery:

Lee's
Lunch

Spaghetti                             Oysters
a Specialty                           Clams

(CPI 269)

These contrast with Elena's nostalgic chatter that prompts her brilliant sad son to ask "what
good" is her escaping from sharply defined reality by speaking "thoughts / romantic but true. . . .
" For her benefit, he projects a visual image of her in the third person so she may appreciate its
concreteness: "Look! / from a glass pitcher she serves / clear water to the white chickens,"
adding "What are your memories / beside that purity?" But his mother, the empty pitcher
"dangling / from her grip," simply continues talking about old memories she has kept alive for
years, set in France and Puerto Rico:

her coarse voice croaks
Bonjor'

And Patti, on her first concert tour
sang at your house in Mayaguez
and your brother was there

(CPI 270)

So much of what was important to Williams depended on Elena, and she poured out her vitality
in nostalgia to escape his reality as an American and an artist. But Bill accepts her doing this as
part of a tragic natural order, she being Latin and thus romantic by nature. Her pouring water to
the chickens imparts a measure of life to him by producing sadness, which yields the fruit of



another regeneration, the poem itself. Thus the poem celebrates the pathetic fallacy: around
them is "Spring!" and from his sadness emerges the brilliant sun/son in the form of Kore.

To arrive at "The Red Wheelbarrow," Williams translated the relationship between Elena, the
poet, and her physical surroundings into visual images. The soul-dead Elena, who held in her
hand the empty pitcher from which she had poured out the regenerative vitality of water, is
compressed into the idea of something on which so much pende ("hangs"). The original
"dangling," a (suspected) Nordic word that means "hang from," was thus translated into the
parallel Latinate "depends." The "Spring!" around them and the sustaining image "she serves /
clear water" in "Brilliant Sad Sun" are condensed into "rainwater," and this image is also
reinforced by the atmosphere suggested by white chickens walking out in the rain. A melting of
the "glass pitcher" into "glazed with rain / water" conserves the shining quality of the original
"pitcher." Eliminated is the circular interaction of metaphors in the first poem: spring, restaurant,
winter done to a turn, water, chickens, sadness, regeneration, spring. The new images, no
longer metaphors, are the objects that the words paint in the imagination as well as the words
themselves: cubist-style, the words "wheel/barrow" and "rain/water" are artificially broken,
emphasizing the plasticity of the words, making us conscious of them as visual objects.

But from what element in "Brilliant Sad Sun" did Williams get the "red wheelbarrow"? From an
imaginary translation from the Spanish. In Spanish, to know things by heart or to do something
by rote can be described by the phrase de carretilla: hacer de carretilla or saber de carretilla.
The image evokes carrying around the knowledge using a small cart. Colloquially, one can refer
to someone's habitually prattling on about some- thing as bringing back one's carretilla. And
carretilla also literally denotes "wheelbarrow." On that afternoon, Rose was prattling nostalgically
de carretilla, so the carretilla was Rose's, la carretilla de Rosa, which homonymously translated
also says "the red wheelbarrow."

In "The Red Wheelbarrow," therefore, the central image is still a vessel bearing water, spring
rainwater that falls on an outdoor setting similar to the suggested one in "Brilliant Sad Sun," with
white chickens. But whereas in the first poem the narrative explains the network of relationships
between metaphors, in the second poem the centrality of that semantic chain gives way to a
purity of forms and colors. In sharp contrast to the cool, white, softly round chickens, the red
wheelbarrow is flaming and angular. By virtue of being cooled and glazed by rainwater,
however, it simultaneously belongs beside them. The romanticizing Elena in "Brilliant Sad Sun"
was the opposite of the concreteness of the chickens, and yet each was doing what came
naturally: "Look! / from a glass pitcher she serves / clear water to the white chickens." But once
the imaginary translation is performed, the language of the new poem produces a distinct poem
that is a new "conversation by design," one whose painted images and arrangement of words
broaden the implications of that on which "So much depends."

Williams, who habitually covers his sources ("But they have no access to my sources" [CPI 67]),
of course, nowhere explicitly attests to his performing this translation. And one can argue that
"The Red Wheelbarrow" came to Williams not derived directly from "Brilliant Sad Sun" but by the



original experience that remained with him so vividly that over time it inspired separate poems
with the same imagery. But that argument would leave the poem hollow of important semantic
possibilities, flattening the dimensions of the "red wheelbarrow" while disregarding parallel
instances of the kind of imaginary translation that produced that image. Such a parallel is found
in Williams' preface to the works of Fernando Puma:

But a vessel to hold water is an objet d'art no matter how crazily you treat it. Whatever you do to
it [sic] still remains an "object."

Merely invoking the great Picasso sufficed to make a case for this kind of translation. But, as
observed earlier, in defending Picasso's quitting painting to capture the same objet d'art in
ceramics, Williams was actually defending the acts of imaginary translation that he himself had
performed. A closer look at his language in his essay reinforces this contention. His original
subject had been Picasso's transition from painting to ceramics. The "vessel to hold water" was
Williams' imaginary translation of an as yet unstated antecedent, the synecdochic olla ("pot")
image that represents Picasso's exploration of "ceramics." But it is Williams who had introduced
the pot image and limited its function to that of a vessel intended to hold water. His declaration
on how crazily one can treat an object of art is really a non sequitur. One infers from this illogic
that Picasso was merely a vehicle that Williams was using to point to his own techniques, that
the example foremost in Williams' mind was a vessel that holds water and which, like the glass
pitcher and the rain-glazed wheelbarrow, he did treat crazily.

That the imagination can perform the kind of translation that produced the "red wheelbarrow"
from carretilla de Rosa is what makes poetry or art possible. In the picture painted by the poem
we witness the power of the imagination at work, understanding by seeing, rather than being
told—an example of the purity that the brilliant sad son had attempted to tell Elena to see. This
interpretation of Williams' poem as a paradigm, of course, precedes and is independent of our
knowing how the poem came to be. But the evolution of its invention does reaffirm the poem's
being a paradigm of the writing of poems, and gives another reason why "so much depends" on
a red wheelbarrow.

Eliminate the previously discussed leap of the imagination that produced the "red wheel /
barrow" image and the poem suddenly loses a power it had gained as paradigm, as well as its
signature of Williams' style, the balance of the autobiographical and the aesthetically universal:
the "red wheel / barrow" was a tribute to his bloodline twice, first in cryptically evoking Elena on
whom so much of his life depended, and ultimately in celebrating his artistic lineage. For the
performance of imaginary translation that produced the image was also an application of
conceptismo, specifically of the lessons that came to him through a major tributary, from whom
he discovered early on how wild comparisons in the imagination can bring tremendous
inventiveness to the poem on the page. That mentor was Luis de Gongora, cubism's prime
literary predecessor and one of several Spanish writers through whom Williams claimed Elena's
literary bloodline.
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BRILLIANT SAD SUN

Spaghetti                 Oysters
a Specialty               Clams

a raw Winter's done
to a turn—Restaurant: Spring!
Ah, Madam, what good are your thoughts

romantic but true
beside this gaiety of the sun
and that huge appetite?

Look!

from a glass pitcher she serves
clear water to the white chickens.

What are your memories
beside that purity?
The empty pitcher dangling

from her grip
her coarse voice croaks
Bon jor'

And Patti, on her first concert tour
sang at your house in Mayaguez
and your brother was there

What beauty
beside your sadness—and
what sorrow
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so much depends
upon

a red wheel
barrow

glazed with rain
water

beside the white
chickens.
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THE TRASHMEN
"Surfin' Bird" (1963)

A-well-a, everybody's heard about the bird
Bird, bird, bird, b-bird's the word
A-well-a, bird, bird, bird, the bird is the word
A-well-a, bird, bird, bird, well, the bird is the word
A-well-a, bird, bird, bird, b-bird's the word
A-well-a, bird, bird, bird, well, the bird is the word
A-well-a, bird, bird, b-bird's the word
A-well-a, bird, bird, bird, b-bird's the word
A-well-a, bird, bird, bird, well, the bird is the word
A-well-a, bird, bird, b-bird's the word
A-well-a, don't you know about the bird



Well, everybody knows that the bird is the word
A-well-a, bird, bird, b-bird's the word
A-well-a

A-well-a, everybody's heard about the bird
Bird, bird, bird, b-bird's the word
A-well-a, bird, bird, bird, b-bird's the word
A-well-a, bird, bird, bird, b-bird's the word
A-well-a, bird, bird, b-bird's the word
A-well-a, bird, bird, bird, b-bird's the word
A-well-a, bird, bird, bird, b-bird's the word
A-well-a, bird, bird, bird, b-bird's the word
A-well-a, bird, bird, bird, b-bird's the word
A-well-a, don't you know about the bird
Well, everybody's talking about the bird
A-well-a, bird, bird, b-bird's the word
A-well-a, bird

Surfin' bird
Bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb, aaah

Pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa
Pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-ooma-mow-mow
Papa-ooma-mow-mow

Papa-ooma-mow-mow, papa-ooma-mow-mow
Papa-ooma-mow-mow, papa-ooma-mow-mow
Ooma-mow-mow, papa-ooma-mow-mow
Papa-ooma-mow-mow, papa-ooma-mow-mow
Papa-ooma-mow-mow, papa-ooma-mow-mow
Oom-oom-oom-oom-ooma-mow-mow
Papa-ooma-mow-mow, papa-oom-oom-oom
Oom-ooma-mow-mow, papa-ooma-mow-mow
Ooma-mow-mow, papa-ooma-mow-mow
Papa-a-mow-mow, papa-ooma-mow-mow
Papa-ooma-mow-mow, ooma-mow-mow
Papa-ooma-mow-mow, ooma-mow-mow
Papa-oom-oom-oom-oom-ooma-mow-mow
Oom-oom-oom-oom-ooma-mow-mow
Ooma-mow-mow, papa-ooma-mow-mow
Papa-ooma-mow-mow, ooma-mow-mow
Well, don't you know about the bird
Well, everybody knows that the bird is the word



A-well-a, bird, bird, b-bird's the word

Papa-ooma-mow-mow, papa-ooma-mow-mow
Papa-ooma-mow-mow, papa-ooma-mow-mow
Papa-ooma-mow-mow, papa-ooma-mow-mow...

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Captain Beefheart
Tarotplane

Baby Percy told Elixir Sue
Listen to me baby
I’m gonna tell it to you
Gonna need somebody on your bond
You gonna need some bodies on your bond
Just you bear this in mind
True friends is hard to find
You gonna need some bodies on your bond
Gonna need somebody on your bond
You gonna need some bodies on your bond
Just you bear this in mind
True friends is hard to find
You gonna need some bodies on your bond
I say bear this in mind
I say bear this in mind
Just you bear this in mind
True friends is hard to find
You gonna need some bodies on your bond
Ya done put mice in the radiator
Razors in the clay
Well, they keeps us working all night
Don’t give us no pay
Don’t give us no pay
Automatic Sam told Everready Betty told Prestone Millie
With the long…
Automatic Sam told Everready Betty told Prestone Millie
With the long black wavy mane
With the long black…



With the long black wavy mane
Little girl, Little girl
Gonna take you for a ride in my Tarotplane
I wanta take you for a ride in my Tarotplane
For a fly, for a fly
Baby person told Elixir Sue
Oh, listen to me baby
I’m gonna tell it to you
You ain’t too old
Oh, you ain’t too old
Just what you been heard – just what you been told
You gonna need somebody on your bond
You gonna need some bodies on your bond
Just you bear this in mind
True friends is hard to find
You gonna need some bodies on your bond
Baby person told Elixir Sue
Listen to me baby
Mice in the razors, clay in the heaters
Mice in the razors, clay in the heaters
You gonna need somebody on your bond
You gonna need some bodies on your bond
Just you bear this in mind
True friends is hard to find
You gonna need some bodies on your bond
Automatic Sam told Everready Betty told Prestone Millie
With the long black wavey mane
Oh listen little girl don’t you understand?
Oh, you ain’t too old
No you ain’t too old
Well you ain’t too lold
As long as you can boogie you ain’t too old
Little girl, little girl
Little girl, little girl
Gonna take you for a ride in my Tarotplane
Gonna take you for a ride in my Tarotplane
You goin’ flyin’
You goin’ flyin’
Come on little girl
Gonna take you for a ride in my Tarotplane
Come on little girl
Gonna take you for a ride in my Tarotplane
Come on little girl



Gonna take you for a ride in my Tarotplane
In my Tarotplane
In my Tarotplane
In my Tarotplane
In my Tarotplane
In my Tarotplane
You gonna need somebody on your bond
You gonna need some bodies on your bond
Just you bear this in mind
True friends is hard to find
You gonna need some bodies on your bond
(1968)

Robert Johnson
Terraplane Blues (1936)

And I feel so lonesome
you hear me when I moan
When I feel so lonesome
you hear me when I moan
Who been drivin my terraplane
for you since I've been gone
I'd said I flashed your lights mama
your horn won't even blow
I even flash my lights mama
this horn won't even blow
Got a short in this connection
hoo-well, babe, its way down below
I'm gon hoist your hood momma
I'm bound to check your oil
I'm gon hoist your hood momma mmmm
I'm bound to check your oil
I got a woman that I'm lovin
way down in Arkansas
Now you know the coils ain't even buzzin
little generator won't get the spark



Motors in a bad condition
you gotta have these batteries charged
But I'm cryin please
please don't do me wrong
Who been drivin my terraplane now for
you-hoo since I've been gone
Mr Highwayman
please don't block the road
Puh hee hee
ple-hease don't block the road
Casue she's registrin a cold one hundred
and I'm booked I gotta go
Mmm mmm
mmmm mmmm mmm
You ooo oooo oooo
you hear me weep and moan
Who been drivin my terraplane
for you since I've been gone
I'm gon get deep down in this connection
keep on tanglin with your wires
I'm gon get deep down in this connection
hoo-well keep on tanglin with your wires
And when I mash down on your starter
then your spark plug will give me a fire.

Blind Willie Johnson
You're Gonna Need Somebody On Your Bond (1930)

Well...
You're gonna need somebody on your bond
You're gonna need somebody on your bond
Lord, just wait in the midnight when death comes slippin' in your room
You're gonna need, ah, somebody on your bond

I heard the voice of Jesus saying he told me he had risen
Now in the waning midnight hour, I don't hold my breath

You're gonna need somebody on your bond
You're gonna need somebody on your bond



Lord, just wait in the midnight when death comes slippin' in your room
You're gonna need, ah, somebody on your bond

When you was a gambler, nobody would go your bond
Fell on your knees and began to pray, ‘cause Jesus would go your bond

You're gonna need somebody on your bond
You're gonna need somebody on your bond
Lord, just wait in the midnight when death comes slippin' in your room
You're gonna need, ah, somebody on your bond

I came to Jesus, as I was… wearied, wounded, sad
Found he’d held me a restin’ place, he have made me glad

If I've got somebody on my bond
Lord, I've got somebody on my bond
Lord, just wait in the midnight when death comes slippin' in your room
Lord, I've got somebody on my bond

Son House
Don't you mind people grinnin' in your face (1965)

Don't you mind people grinnin' in your face
Don't mind people grinnin' in your face
You just bear this in mind, a true friend is hard to find
Don't you mind people grinnin' in your face

You know your mother would talk about you
Your own sisters and your brothers too
They just don't care how you're tryin' to live
They'll talk about you still

Yes, but bear, ooh, this in mind, a true friend is hard to find
Don't you mind people grinnin' in your face
Don't you mind people grinnin' in your face
Don't you mind people grinnin' in your face

Oh, just bear, ooh this in mind, a true friend is hard to find



Don't you mind people grinnin' in your face

You know they'll jump you up and down
They'll carry you all 'round and 'round
Just as soon as your back is turned
They'll be tryin' to crush you down

Yes, but bear this in mind, a true friend is hard to find
Don't you mind people grinnin' in your face
Don't mind people grinnin' in your face
Don't mind people grinnin' in your face, oh, Lord

And just bear this in mind, a true friend is hard to find
Don't you mind people grinnin' in your face

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

amethyst wine blue chord
trout den mints curve
admiral sky tea pendants
no indent sap
ocean play bacteria
brine tic snarl
real time
peas pick ear bone
red precolonial
red disentangle
red crimp rack
candy red berry
lips fawn

encoded carp fuchsia flamingo
salmon construction magnet
butterscotch
dill



juniper path
shamrock mint basil lope pith
sage emerald
biscotti macaroon
sand
urinal lung virus shelf
invasive hazelnut shortbread knots
grey pewter hatch
dove sow ticket cloud
silver took
coda flint amok

cahoots coal fossil floor
sable spider obsidian
err and lack spider
arbitrary yen pinch coal
soot metal
blush song rood salmon
on salmon
salmon pencil
cloven grape
text jam raise
mauve plum
iris orchid
magenta sangria
corn bumblebee

ordinary butter upaya
medal lion lemon
watermelon
diode peppers fire
suitcase bronze rust
beast hey marmalade honey
gangrene antelope ginger carrot
cart amber carrot



apricot tiger
sandstorm Sasquatch fire cider
clear fir Sea
Stone spice Stone weather
cilia eggplant
seaweed crocodile

eye carob
hickory
dental floss sub-vocal
sweaty river
disciples lie frost pretzel
strings operate one porcelain modem
last rites eggshell Gobi coupon
unclear daisy crouton coconut
temenos to cut rice organelle
imagined impala sugar
oysters decide late Middle
English (in the sense ‘bring
to a settlement’): from French
décider, from Latin decidere
‘determine,’ from de- ‘off’ +
caedere ‘cut’
masticate nerve host embouchure
goat fire-sale to scale
bicycle wood
bread flume december piano
grey pet crucible
fossil tawny certainty

naked in enough
these years without wind



when the present tooth
liberates in meat
the middle

breach who stark
violence must be
loose us on the
beach

that gives the passage
we resume its history

from other boot
those piano
he bean

is a matter not merely
of is as is

abandoned over invisible moss
our vertigo



our enthusiasm among photographs

intentional phantoms
dare the obsession
of our labyrinths

the peculiar
throws us
from our scrutiny

the logarithmic reproduction of failure
manifests as
the inscrutability of a fact

endless primary developments
become content

possibile primary velocity
becomes context



a moments turn
is the spare
theater of matter

demand abandoned
is the nearest knot
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Helene Vanel
Poetry and Dance (1939)
In the actual state of things, it is poetry
that must save the world. Those who no longer
see the Marvelous live in the desert - and death.
Let the poets be read fervently each day! They
alone reveal to us how precious, intimate, and
astonishing the things around us are. They alone
will reveal the secret of the ties that attach
us to these things.
And let us know how to distinguish the false
poets, who debase all that is human, from the
true poets, -- those who 'animate a world in
recreating it.'
Dance, joyous and powerful expression of the
enthusiasm for life, must have the same mission
as poetry. It creates forms in time and space.
Dance is the vertigo of matter.
To communicate with life's forces by means of
gesture and movement -- the simplest and most
direct expression. To rediscover the truth of
being. To acquire, at the same time, the sense
of the invisible powers that attract us even



while repelling us: Is this not a means of
surpassing ourselves, a way out of the marasmus
and mediocrity -- a method of attaining the
grandeur that we so shamefully abandoned?
---- translated by Franklin Rosemont
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who subscribii erotic edfu
refers to ox in shoe
religion alerna vie uniqu
exaggerat conse
interpretatior most eye
within acute acumen and
psychotherapy surrea sugg
innovativ

uncanny object in eye the ox
asped daemonic definitic that
becoming death taboo recalls
sacred althou fetish parricic

the sacrific sweat American final
substanc muth pur crucifixio
exceptions space term
that the way sace engagement



within the proyx lead knit knot
inaug the feather the crinkle
open ocean of the sacreds

influence fireframe tantri
for that ace in whid
self-muti last sur dea
with rite deth purgax
the tooth imagery otherness
psych their Breton entity
actiorn ancic sacro
the pre meat is voof prov
not acedia tha ground
sile at conform spa
artists artists were
were themselves hat
missio bourgeoisie diffic
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Maria-Rosa Lehmann
For the inauguration of the Exposition Internationale du Surréalisme in 1938, the surrealists
decided to present a unique example of modern dance, the Unconsummated Act 43, performed
by Hélène Vanel. At midnight the half naked dancer gave a dramatic impression of a hysterical
attack. She thrashed on the two beds in the main room, wriggled on the ground, twitching and
shouting. At the end of the dance, she vanished back into the darkness through the reeds,
splattering and soaking the unsuspecting bystanders.
[...]
When we compare Danger Music of Dick Higgins or Günter Brus’ Action Psychodramolett of
1971 with Hélène Vanel’s The Unconsummated Act, we can definitely draw parallels between
the surrealist performance and those artists establishing themselves later. But perhaps the most
fitting example of a performance piece corresponding to that of 1938, is Vali Export’s
Hyperbulie, of 1973.
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Lou Svahn
In Hyperbulie, VALIE EXPORT, naked and with her hands bound, moves around in a space
bordered by electrified wires. Each contact between her body and her head sets off a shock that
the artist inflicts upon herself for several minutes, the time it takes her to get across. The
violence of crossing this electrified corridor is not of a theatrical nature, the risk that she is taking
is clearly different from that of the spectacles conducted by the Viennese actionists – this
violence is of an entirely different nature. Instead, VALIE EXPORT is proffering her female body,
while retaining the impassive air that characterises her work: the expression on her face
freezes, because she denies her pain. Hyperbulie is part of a trilogy of actions (including
Kausalgie and Asemie or the Inability of Expressing Oneself Through Facial Expressions, which
also date from 1973) in which VALIE EXPORT expresses the inability to express herself through
body language. The artist submits her body to violent tests that are both physical and mental.
This woman’s body is a counter-power addressed to patriarchy. The artist de-eroticises the
female body through the violence that she subjects it to, but she does not devote herself to a
masochistic practice. The enterprise is a metaphorical one here, when we consider that the
framework of the corridor of electrified wires may represent the authoritarian structures of the
social framework. VALIE EXPORT undergoes the critical experience of a repression (which may
also be a release) and the body thus becomes a political problematic.
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Lou Svahn
Valie Export, Asemie or the Inability of Expressing Oneself Through Facial Expressions (1973)

VALIE EXPORT intervenes.
VALIE EXPORT ties up a bird that can no longer fly.
She pours hot wax on the bird, and then on her own feet and hands.
She is crouched above the bird. Neither of them can move anymore.
Asemia is a medical condition – the loss of a gestural language, i.e. the gradual weakening of
gestures to the point of losing all forms of body language. For a patient with asemia, movement
is almost non-existent, and muteness and prostration are the two positions that the patient
adopts.
VALIE EXPORT chooses an active and direct confrontation. She develops aesthetic conceptual
strategies for perception and analyses the role of women and women artists in society. This



performance takes on the appearance of a ritual based on a theme – the incapacity and inability
to express oneself through gestures, or to understand them. VALIE EXPORT stages symbolic
elements such as a dead bird, hot wax, and a knife. Expression is impossible. The artist then
acts, literally, with a knife to cut herself free, distancing herself from this corporal muteness. The
conceptual aesthetic of VALIE EXPORT explores the power and scope of reality: the same
reality that produces different realities.
VALIE EXPORT intervenes in the realm of power. She affirms it from head to toe.

"I had used my mouth to take the knife from the podium - holding it in my mouth, (the knife is
language, the naming of things, it separates the subject from the object) using it to cut." —
VALIE EXPORT
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Catherine Mehrl Bennett
Like · Comment · Share · 5 hrs
Jennifer Weigel and Megan Stypinski like this.

Comments

Mary Danger oh, no...
Like · Reply · 4 hours ago
Jim Leftwich this is from a few years ago, you may have seen it
http://montevidayo.com/2011/04/kitsch/
"Kitsch"
A lot of people seem to misunderstand what I mean by kitsch. So I’ll make a brief note here. To
me kitsch is…
MONTEVIDAYO.COM
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 3 hours ago
Catherine Mehrl Bennett "kitsch" is in the eye of the beholder, of course... and current opinion.
Some 50's kitsch is in high demand ! I, myself, have a collection of owl figures in various media -
but am very particular about my own brand of "kitsch". My rubber stamp "STAMP OUT KITSCH"
is more than a protest, it also brings attention to the idea of kitsch. Jennifer Weigel andMary
Danger both have an interest in kitsch that connects with them on an artistic/cultural level. At
some level, I think we ALL do!
Like · Reply · 1 · about an hour ago · Edited
Jennifer Weigel I like the stamp out kitsch stamp because of the double entendre. Are we to
eliminate or celebrate it - how are we to stamp it out?...
Like · Reply · about an hour ago
Catherine Mehrl Bennett It's my own special brand of fluxus ambiguity that drives Allen Bukoff
nuts...
Like · Reply · 1 · about an hour ago
Catherine Mehrl Bennett By the way, I'm posting a 5x7" postcard of this to you soon, Jennifer!
Like · Reply · 1 · about an hour ago
Jennifer Weigel Awesome, love it. smile emoticon
Like · Reply · 1 · 33 minutes ago
Mary Danger what about me?
Like · Reply · 16 minutes ago
Catherine Mehrl Bennett Yes, Mary! Please message me your address in FL, OK?

http://montevidayo.com/2011/04/kitsch/
http://montevidayo.com/


Like · Reply · 12 minutes ago
Write a reply...

Jim Leftwich i really enjoyed the discussion around kitsch and poetry that was circulating a few
years ago.
Like · Reply · about an hour ago
Catherine Mehrl Bennett I see a high level of "kitsch" in the use of female models from
advertisements for add&pass, collage, etc. -- I don't know if you see it that way or not, Jim?
Like · Reply · 1 · about an hour ago · Edited
Hide 13 Replies
Jim Leftwich sure, i can see that. i have even helped to proliferate some of that.
Like · Reply · about an hour ago
Catherine Mehrl Bennett Yes, I'm aware of that!
Like · Reply · about an hour ago
Jim Leftwich i know
Like · Reply · about an hour ago
Catherine Mehrl Bennett i know you know i know...
Like · Reply · 1 · about an hour ago
Jennifer Weigel To me, this goes beyond kitsch to normalization. Kitsch is is still able to elicit a
response, even if just an eye roll or a distastefulness or cult celebration, but when something is
done to death beyond absurdity, beyond commentary, beyond provocation, beyond inundation,
then it becomes the norm. We are so inundated with these images they don't have the
resonance anymore. It's not entirely a matter of apathy so much as running out of anything to
say.
Like · Reply · 1 · 56 minutes ago
Catherine Mehrl Bennett Yes, I agree with you Jennifer, and I feel that way about Moan Lisa's
digital art that uses fashion models as its subject matter.
Like · Reply · 1 · 52 minutes ago
Jennifer Weigel It's unfortunate that owls and mustaches and bacon are becoming rather less
kitschy because they are being so absorbed into pop culture. But then again... Owls with
mustaches eating bacon, now that's something. wink emoticon
Like · Reply · 1 · 50 minutes ago
Jennifer Weigel It's all cyclical.
Like · Reply · 47 minutes ago
Jim Leftwich back when i was circulating my Haute Couture Death Text images Ross Priddle
asked me what i had in mind and i wrote an essay in response. it has been posted/published
online in several places. i posted it in my textimagepoem blogzine about 10 years ago.
http://jimleftwichtextimagepoem.blogspot.com/2006_03_19...
textimagepoem: 03/19/2006 - 03/26/2006
JIMLEFTWICHTEXTIMAGEPOEM.BLOGSPOT.COM
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 47 minutes ago · Edited
Catherine Mehrl Bennett Jim Leftwich One of the quotes you included at the end of your essay:
Dominique Poggi: “The sexual liberation preached by pornography is actually a channeling of

http://jimleftwichtextimagepoem.blogspot.com/2006_03_19.
http://jimleftwichtextimagepoem.blogspot.com/


sexuality toward a heterosexual world in which men are still the sole masters of the game; in this
way, pornography militates in favor of maintaining men’s appropriation of women.” This is why I
maintain a negative attitude to Fluxus Porn.
Like · Reply · 29 minutes ago · Edited
Jennifer Weigel I agree Catherine Mehrl Bennett - such is the means of normalization... And in
all of it all too often women's voices remain absent because they don't feel welcome. Trolling
helps to ensure this online.
Like · Reply · 29 minutes ago
Jim Leftwich my point with the section of quotes was to have women speaking for themselves,
which would obviously include having women commenting on and criticizing my understanding
of what i was doing. i wasn't attempting to make didactic works, i was attempting to make
heuristic works. and, for starters, works i would learn from while in the process of making them.
Like · Reply · 1 · 26 minutes ago
Catherine Mehrl Bennett I learned a new word today... had to look up "heuristic"! And I confess
to not having read your entire essay... tho I will, promise.
Like · Reply · 3 minutes ago
Write a reply...

Jim Leftwich kitsch in art or in "high culture" or against "high culture" as anti-art or in poetry as
appropriation-based "writing against itself" is a way -- one among very many ways - of using
culture against itself. it is always meant to ruffle feathers and rattle cages. what do you think of
the "total assault on culture" tradition? this specific phrase originates in a comment Burroughs
made about Ed Sander's Fuck You magazine in the early 60s, gets used by the OZ magazine
folks in England in the late 60s, also by the John Sinclair/White Panthers/MC5 people in the late
60s, and then again by Stewart Home in the context of neoism or maybe post-neoism (book
published 1988). when i think of how we can use kitsch in poetry and art i think of this tradition.
Like · Reply · 1 · 51 minutes ago
Jennifer Weigel I guess I think that the act of reappropriation has become so normalized it has
lost some of its impact or candor or pursuasiveness. It's so commonplace now, and people
engage in it because they like the look and style of it without knowing the roots.Ah, such is the
way of everything though... The kitsch, the subversion, the reappropriation is a tradition unto
itself and a very impactful history at that, but so many are not aware of this and follow along with
it as the status quo. Almost like it's been normalized as a "How to be Anti-Establishment for
Dummies" as a means of commodifying subversion itself, to sell it back to us. As an example, I
got a stencil book for making spray can street art as a gift once; very well manufactured,
produced and marketed in Britain. (I think I since mailed it to Nick Johnson because I didn't see
the point.)
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 37 minutes ago
Jennifer Weigel That said, I do appreciate kitsch on many levels, especially with the evolving
nature of what is and isn't kitschy.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 36 minutes ago



Jim Leftwich i agree, jennifer. i quit working on the Haute Couture Death Text images in 2007.
by that time they no longer worked for me, so i couldn't expect them to work as intended for
those who were likely to encounter them.
Like · Reply · 2 · 31 minutes ago
Jennifer Weigel Glad you moved on in another direction. Eventually things become
mainstreamed and can't make the impact one hopes. When the interpretation and discussion
and conversation just isn't there anymore, then we risk adding more ourselves to the same thing
that we were protesting against. It's a difficult shift to recognize sometimes.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 26 minutes ago
Jennifer Weigel I find this to hold true of some of my own work as well.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 24 minutes ago
Jennifer Weigel Part of why I don't want to be solely defined as "that menstrual artist"...
Unlike · Reply · 2 · 24 minutes ago
Write a reply...

Jennifer Weigel Anyway, thank you Catherine Mehrl Bennett and Jim Leftwich for the thoughts
and conversation. Sadly I must be off to continue trying to get the house in order. On to Laundry
Part II and Vacuuming... Da.. da.. dum...
Like · Reply · 23 minutes ago
Jim Leftwich i appreciate all of this too. and i am also off to wash the dishes!
Like · Reply · 22 minutes ago · Edited
Mary Danger I actually videotaped the OSU's "Kitsch" exhibit in '83 or '84. As for flamingos,
wintering in Florida, I have had the opportunity to watch and marvel at the wonderful birds found
here; a large blue heron visits my yard daily and I just had an ibis pecking along the ground
outside.
Like · Reply · 12 minutes ago
Catherine Mehrl Bennett I, too, was absent for some 15-20 minutes as John & I had dinner.
Thanks for the conversation!
Like · Reply · 10 minutes ago · Edited
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Amanda Taub, The Rise of American Authoritarianism

Feldman developed what has since become widely accepted as the definitive measurement of
authoritarianism: four simple questions that appear to ask about parenting but are in fact
designed to reveal how highly the respondent values hierarchy, order, and conformity over other
values.

Please tell me which one you think is more important for a child to have: independence or
respect for elders?
Please tell me which one you think is more important for a child to have: obedience or
self-reliance?
Please tell me which one you think is more important for a child to have: to be considerate or to
be well-behaved?
Please tell me which one you think is more important for a child to have: curiosity or good
manners?

Feldman's test proved to be very reliable. There was now a way to identify people who fit the
authoritarian profile, by prizing order and conformity, for example, and desiring the imposition of
those values.
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George Lakoff
Why Trump?

I work in the cognitive and brain sciences. In the 1990’s, I undertook to answer a question in my
field: How do the various policy positions of conservatives and progressives hang together?
Take conservatism: What does being against abortion have to do with being for owning guns?
What does owning guns have to do with denying the reality of global warming? How does being
anti-government fit with wanting a stronger military? How can you be pro-life and for the death
penalty? Progressives have the opposite views. How do their views hang together?

The answer came from a realization that we tend to understand the nation metaphorically in
family terms: We have founding fathers. We send our sons and daughters to war. We have
homeland security. The conservative and progressive worldviews dividing our country can most
readily be understood in terms of moral worldviews that are encapsulated in two very different
common forms of family life: The Nurturant Parent family (progressive) and the Strict Father
family (conservative).

[...]

Direct causation is easy to understand, and appears to be represented in the grammars of all
languages around the world. Systemic causation is more complex and is not represented in the
grammar of any language. It just has to be learned.

Empirical research has shown that conservatives tend to reason with direct causation and that
progressives have a much easier time reasoning with systemic causation. The reason is thought
to be that, in the strict father model, the father expects the child or spouse to respond directly to
an order and that refusal should be punished as swiftly and directly as possible.

Many of Trump’s policy proposals are framed in terms of direct causation.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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